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Abstract: In the near future, it’s expected that unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) will become ubiq-
uitous surrogates for human-crewed vehicles in the field of border patrol, package delivery, etc.
Therefore, many three-dimensional (3D) navigation algorithms based on different techniques, e.g.,
model predictive control (MPC)-based, navigation potential field-based, sliding mode control-based,
and reinforcement learning-based, have been extensively studied in recent years to help achieve
collision-free navigation. The vast majority of the 3D navigation algorithms perform well when
obstacles are sparsely spaced, but fail when facing crowd-spaced obstacles, which causes a potential
threat to UAV operations. In this paper, a 3D vision cone-based reactive navigation algorithm is
proposed to enable small quadcopter UAVs to seek a path through crowd-spaced 3D obstacles to
the destination without collisions. The proposed algorithm is simulated in MATLAB with different
3D obstacles settings to demonstrate its feasibility and compared with the other two existing 3D
navigation algorithms to exhibit its superiority. Furthermore, a modified version of the proposed al-
gorithm is also introduced and compared with the initially proposed algorithm to lay the foundation
for future work.

Keywords: 3D navigation; UAVs; aerial drones; moving obstacles; collision avoidance; obstacle
avoidance; autonomous navigation; navigation in dynamic unknown environments; 3D vision cone;
sliding mode control

1. Introduction

With the development of unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) and unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs), unmanned vehicles progressively take the place of human-operated
vehicles to conduct complex or dangerous missions such as specific area searching and
surveillance [1–6], farming [7–10], package delivery [11–14], and disaster relief [15–18]. In
these applications, due to the high space utilization and multi-terrain adaptation property,
UAVs can play a more important role than UGVs. The UAVs’ obstacle detection and
avoidance capabilities play a significant role since the UAVs operate in unknown dynamic
environments potentially occupied with multiple stationary or moving obstacles that may
collide with the UAVs. It could be more difficult in non-cooperative scenarios where
UAVs have no prior information on the flight trajectory of obstacles and cooperative
communication between them is unavailable.

The collision-free 3D navigation among moving obstacles has been a classic research
topic in robotics. As a result, various collision-free navigation methods were proposed for
autonomous unmanned vehicles [19–27]. Nevertheless, the vast majority of the existing
algorithms are derived from the 2D case of planar vehicles and require the altitude of
the UAV fixed when doing obstacle avoidance, which significantly decreases the travel
efficiency of the UAV. Furthermore, they fail to seek a path through the crowd-spaced
obstacles and make the UAVs collide with the obstacles or be tracked in a specific 3D space.
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The drawbacks and limitations of different existing 3D navigation approaches motivate us
to develop a new 3D navigation algorithm, which eventually enables UAVs to seek a safe
path through crowd-spaced 3D obstacles and navigates UAVs to the destination point with
collision-free.

The 3D navigation problem can be divided into three parts, e.g., “obstacle detection”,
“obstacle avoidance”, and “destination reaching” aspects, respectively. In this paper, a
3D vision cone model is proposed to handle the “obstacle detection” task. Furthermore,
a sliding-mode controller (SMC), which is the derivative of the one proposed in [28], is
introduced to handle the “obstacle avoidance” and “destination reaching” tasks. We com-
bine these two to propose a novel 3D vision cone-based 3D navigation algorithm to enable
a UAV to seek a path through the crowd-spaced 3D obstacles and navigate the UAV to
the destination point without collisions. The performance of the proposed algorithm is
verified in the computer simulation with MATLAB. Moreover, we compare our proposed
algorithm with other state-of-the-art collision-free 3D navigation algorithms [28,29]. Both
Wang–Savkin–Garratt algorithm [28] and Yang–Alvarez–Bruggemann algorithm [29] can
only avoid obstacles one at a time and cannot avoid multiple obstacles simultaneously.
Then, the UAVs that navigate under these two algorithms may lead to collisions when
facing crowd-spaced obstacles. We will simulate and compare our proposed navigation
algorithm with the other two in a crow-spaced obstacle environments to prove the superior-
ity of our proposed algorithm when facing densely placed obstacles in a 3-D environment.
Furthermore, a modified version of the proposed algorithm is introduced and compared
with the initially proposed algorithm to reveal the potential performance improvement
strategy and lay the foundation for future work.

The main contributions of this work can be concluded as follows:

(1) Two existing 3D navigation algorithms are simulated in different obstacles settings,
and their drawbacks are pointed out.

(2) A 3D vision cone-based navigation algorithm is proposed, enabling the UAV to seek
a path through crowd-spaced obstacles in the unknown dynamic environments and
non-cooperative scenarios.

(3) Several simulations are conducted in MATLAB to compare the proposed algorithm
with the other two state-of-the-art navigation algorithms in different unknown dy-
namic environments. As a result, the feasibility and superiority of the proposed 3D
navigation algorithm are verified.

(4) A modified idea of the proposed navigation algorithm is studied to improve the
algorithm’s navigation performance further.

The rest of the paper is divided into six sections. Section 2 explains the background
and introduces the existing literature in the 3D navigation domain. Section 3 presents the
problem statement. Section 4 introduces the proposed navigation algorithm. Section 5
presents performance of the proposed algorithm via computer simulations. Moreover, com-
parisons with other 3D navigation algorithms are conducted to demonstrate the superiority
of the proposed method. Finally, Section 6 gives the conclusion.

2. Related Work

In general, navigation algorithms can be divided into two categories. The first category
is called the global planer, which is a map-level planer. It can figure out the shortest path
or feasible path from a starting point to a destination point in the map. Classic algorithms
in this domain are Dijkstra [30], A* [31], and RRT [32]. The second category is the local
planer aiming at generating a feasible local collision-free path/direction to guide the UAV
to avoid obstacles. The 3D local planer is our primary study object.

In [33], the authors propose a navigation potential field approach to bypass multiple
obstacles simultaneously. In the paper, the authors first assume all the obstacles can be
represented as cylinders, and the UAV’s altitude is fixed when doing obstacle avoidance
maneuvers. This algorithm’s underlying idea is to use the navigation potential field to
generate some new waypoints that can lead the UAV to bypass those detected obstacles
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simultaneously. Obviously, the advantage of this algorithm is that it can navigate the UAV
to bypass multiple obstacles simultaneously. Still, this algorithm constrains the UAV’s
altitude under evasive maneuvers, which removes one degree of freedom of the UAV.
Moreover, when dealing with other flying objects in the outdoor environment, the cylinder
representation of the obstacles occupies too much space in the vertical direction. Therefore,
it makes the 3D space utility efficiency low.

In [34], the authors propose a novel cost function of the model predictive controller
(MPC), which takes obstacle avoidance into consideration to generate the control input u to
navigate the UAV. The optimal control signal is calculated through dynamic programming
techniques embedded in the MPC over a finite receding horizon N. There are two matrix
parameters in the MPC controller, Q, and R. The Q matrix is the state penalty matrix,
and the R matrix is the input penalty matrix. Both matrixes represent the corresponding
state’s weight during the optimization process. Thus, we can constrain a specific state or
control signal by setting the corresponding elements in the Q or R matrix. The authors
further improves the algorithm by introducing a dual-mode strategy. During a routine
flight, the navigation algorithm will set the entries of parameter matrix Q and R to rela-
tively large values to improve the destination point navigation performance. Once the
potential collision is detected and the evasive maneuver is needed, the algorithm will
set the entries of parameter matrix Q and R to a relatively small values to strengthen the
obstacle avoidance performance. This algorithm’s advantage is that it can navigate the
UAV to the destination point with collision-free and potentially bypass multiple obstacles
simultaneously. Nevertheless, the MPC algorithm always suffers from the heavy calcula-
tion burden effect. If the algorithm wants to acquire a good real-time performance, the
length of finite receding horizon N can not be very long. However, the short length of the
receding horizon decreases the control performance. Thus, there exists a trade-off between
the real-time performance and the quality of control input signal generation. Therefore, the
sampling period between each step in the finite receding horizon and its total length must
be carefully picked.

In [29], a collision-free navigation approach by maintaining a constant bearing and
elevation angle concerning the closest obstacle is proposed. The underlying is that the
algorithm first acquires the nearest obstacle’s position. A vector starting from UAV’s
current position ending at the obstacle’s current position is obtained. Rotating this vector
with respect to the x-axis and y-axis consecutively with the user preset angle to achieve the
relative bearing and elevation angle maintain purpose. The obstacle avoidance performance
heavily relies on the bearing and elevation angle settings. If both angles are set to a small
values or the obstacle’s size is very large, the algorithm may fail to navigate the UAV to
bypass the obstacles. Furthermore, when dealing with multiple obstacles, this algorithm
fails to navigate the UAV to bypass crowd-placed obstacles in the space even if the bearing
and elevation angle is set large enough.

In [28], a 2D-vision cone-based navigation algorithm is proposed. The authors use a
covering sphere scheme to represent all the obstacles, and this representation allows the
obstacle to deform or change its shape. The algorithm requires lots of prior knowledge
regarding the obstacles, e.g., the velocity vi(t), and the position x(t) of each obstacle. Based
on the information, the algorithm will first identify the most dangerous obstacle, e.g., the
closest one. Then, a pointing vector starting from the UAV’s current position ending at
the picked obstacle’s current position is constructed. A 2D plane is constructed based on
the UAV’s current motion direction vector a(t) and pointing vector. In this constructed 2D
plane, the boundary of the 2D vision cone is calculated and generated. The two boundary
vectors will be enlarged in the next stage to enable the UAV to bypass the obstacle. This
algorithm has the same limitation as the one proposed in [29], which assumes a relatively
large space between each obstacle, so the algorithm can navigate the UAV to bypass the
obstacles one after another until the UAV reaches the final destination point. Once this
assumption fails to hold in practice, the UAV will be tracked in a particular space or collide
with the obstacles.
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In [35], the authors use an RGB-D camera indoor supervision system combined with
an onboard IMU sensor to acquire the obstacle’s position and measure the free space in
the horizontal and vertical directions with respect to the current closest obstacles. The
navigation control is straightforward. Once the free space in the horizontal and vertical
direction is detected, the navigation control law will set a mid-target point to drive the
UAV to that point to avoid the obstacle.

In [36], a hybrid navigation method is proposed to allow the UAV safe operation in
partially unknown dynamic environments. The authors combine the global path planning
algorithm called RRT-Connect with a SMC-based reactive control law to enable the UAV to
avoid the obstacles efficiently. The performance of the proposed algorithm is verified in
the MATLAB simulation with sparsely located static and dynamic obstacles. Nevertheless,
this algorithm is never tested under crowd-spaced obstacles setting, and its safe navigation
property is not guaranteed in this scenario.

In [37], an optimized transfer-convolutional neural network (CNN) approach based
on an improved bat algorithm is proposed to safely navigate the UAV through the obstacles.
Furthermore, to benefit from the automatic image classification technique applied to the
algorithm, the training problem that supervised learning requires that a large amount
of labeled data is solved. The resulting well-trained neural network achieved 94.84%
prediction accuracy on the test set announced by the authors. The camera array is installed
on the top of the UAV to enhance its front environment perception capability. However,
this navigation algorithm is only feasible when dealing with static obstacles. The proposed
algorithm’s perception and obstacle avoidance capability needed to be further studied
when facing dynamic obstacles.

In [38], a novel 3D local dynamic map (LDM) generation algorithm is proposed for
the perception system of the UAV. The authors take memory usage and fast operation
speed into consideration and use a circular buffer to implement this algorithm efficiently.
The LDM is generated based on the sensor readings, position, and velocity estimated
from the particle filter, and it keeps updating during the UAV flight. This 3D occupancy
map generation algorithm indicated the vacancy space near the UAV well and gave the
UAV a relatively accurate estimation of the obstacle’s velocity and position. However, its
computation burden increases significantly when generating a large map to enhance the
perception capability or using more particles to get better estimation, even though it uses
an efficient data structure to implement.

In [39], a method that searches for obstacles across a cylindrical safety volume and
finds an optimal escape point from a spiral for obstacle avoidance is proposed. The authors
rely on a depth camera with a limited field of view and sensing range to generate a set of
point clouds that are used to generate a map to reveal the near environment of the UAV.
The resulting map representation is implemented on graphics processing unit (GPU) and
central processing unit (CPU), respectively, to verify the real-time performance. A robust
but straightforward navigation algorithm that uses a spiral is introduced to enable the UAV
to achieve obstacle avoidance.

In [40], unlike the 3D occupancy map generation approaches for environment per-
ception, this approach uses the object detection neural network to detect the drones. The
authors tested a set of CNN-based object detection systems, such as Single Shot MultiBox
Detector (SSD) with MobileNet v1 as backbone [41,42], Faster Region Based Convolutional
Neural Networks (Faster-RCNN) [43], You Only Look Once v2 (YOLO v2) [44], and Tiny
YOLO [45], to detect and track flying objects on the UAV’s current flying trajectory. How-
ever, due to the diversity constraint of the training data, the resulting network’s object
detection accuracy cannot be guaranteed under all environments.

In recent years, reinforcement learning (RL) based approaches have been widely
investigated in the UAV navigation domain [46–54]. The classic Q-learning (CQL) algorithm
proposed in [55] has the underlying principle that when the UAV observes the environment
information at time step k and takes actions based on the environment information obtained,
an immediate reward can be obtained from the environment. This reward can either refer
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to collisions with the environment’s obstacles or bypassing the obstacles in the UAV
navigation scenario. The goal of the CQL applied in the navigation is to navigate the UAV
from the initial position to the destination point with maximum reward. One obvious
advantage of the CQL is that it does not require any prior knowledge regarding the UAV’s
current environment. CQL training process can be done by letting the UAV take action and
gain reward in the environment. After training many times to make the CQL cost converge,
the CQL-based approach can find the optimal path to navigate the UAV to bypass the
obstacles. Nevertheless, during the training process of the CQL, a Q table is required to
store the Q values from state to state, which makes the CQL hard to use when the UAV
copes with a dynamic environment.

A neural Q learning (NQL) based approach is proposed in [51]. The authors combine
the CQL with the Back Propagation Neural Network (BPN) to obtain the resulting NQL,
which can be trained to achieve the obstacle avoidance purpose. There are two navigation
control laws proposed in this algorithm. The first control law is called the fast approach
policy used to navigate the UAV to the destination point directly when the obstacles are
not detected. The second control law is NQL which is used as obstacles avoidance control
law to navigate the UAV to bypass the obstacles when detected. The authors also briefly
explore the difference between Deep Q Network (DQN), which is another RL and deep
neural network (DNN) combined network, and NQL in their paper. In general, DQN has
three different essential parts with NQL. Firstly, the CNN is used in DQN to extract the
feature from images rather than using BPN to calculate Q values as in NQL. Hence, the
input to the DQN is the image acquired from the on-board camera. Secondly, a training
technique called the experience replay approach is adopted to train the DQN. Lastly, two
Q networks exist in the DQN to achieve the obstacle avoidance and destination reaching.

In [52], a novel RL approach that combines the object detection network (ODN)
with DQN is proposed. The authors point out the significant drawback of traditional
deep reinforcement learning (DRL) that its prediction performance is not highly stable,
which results in the UAV’s movement oscillate in the real-world application. Furthermore,
to train the Deep Reinforcement Learning network (DRL), a specific image dataset is
required. The well-trained DRL’s prediction performance may decrease significantly when
the UAV operation environment is substantially different from the training dataset. Hence,
an ODN+DQN scheme is proposed to solve the problems listed above. This scheme
successfully reduces the flying time by 25% and cut-down the unnecessary turns by 50%
announced by the author. Nevertheless, we have noticed that this algorithm is a 2D
obstacle avoidance scheme developed from the UGVs scenario, and input states regarding
the UAV’s coordination only contain x and y. Hence, the UAV’s altitude is fixed when
doing obstacle avoidance operations.

The vast majority of the 3D navigation algorithms mentioned above either fixed the
UAV’s altitude while doing obstacle avoidance or failed to bypass multiple crowd-spaced
3D obstacles simultaneously. In order to solve those limitations, we develop a novel 3D
vision cone-based navigation method. The method we proposed can enable the UAV to
conduct evasive maneuvers in any direction in a 3D environment rather than fixing the
movement of the UAV in a specific 2D plane in 3D space. Moreover, it also enables the UAV
to avoid multiple crowd-spaced obstacles simultaneously. A formal problem statement
and 3D vision cone model are given in the following section, and the proposed method is
presented in Section 4.

3. Problem Statement

In this paper, we study the under-actuated non-holonomic small quadcopter, and we
further assume that the wind power is tiny in the UAV’s operation environment. Thus,
the effect of the wind on the UAVs can be ignored. This assumption is valid when UAVs
operate in an ample indoor space or outdoor space with good weather. Its mathematical
model can be described as

P(t) = [x(t), y(t), z(t)] (1)
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which is the 3D vector UAV’s Cartesian coordinates. The motion of the UAV is described
by the equation

v(t) = Ṗ(t) = V(t) · a(t) (2)

and
ȧ(t) = w(t) (3)

In the above equations, v(t) is the velocity vector of the UAV, a(t) is the UAV’s motion
direction. V(t) and w(t) are the control inputs, V(t) is the scalar variable refers to the
linear velocity of the UAV, w(t) is applied to change the direction of the UAV’s motion.
The kinematic model represented in Equations (1)–(3) was first proposed in [56], and
rigorous mathematical analysis has been conducted to verify its viability to represent many
unmanned aerial and underwater vehicles. We adopt this model to perform simulation
coding and algorithm development in the rest of the paper. Furthermore, we require the
following constraints hold.

‖a(t)‖ = 1 (4)

‖w(t)‖ 6 Wmax (5)

V(t) ∈ [Vmin, Vmax] (6)

〈a(t), w(t)〉 = 0 (7)

Here, ‖·‖ denotes the L2 norm operator, 〈·, ·〉 denotes the inner product operator.
The scalar variables Wmax, Vmin, and Vmax are determined based on the performance of
each UAV.

We study a quite general three-dimensional problem of autonomous vehicle navi-
gation with collision avoidance. In particular, we assume that there are several disjoint
moving obstacles and a stationary final destination point G in the 3D space. The objec-
tive is to drive the UAV to this final destination point while avoiding collisions with the
moving obstacles. We assume that all obstacles are always inside some moving sphere of a
known radius constructed by the UAV’s navigation system, those spheres are said to be
the covering sphere of the obstacles, and the minimum distance from any obstacles to the
UAV as well as their velocities are unknown, but any obstacle’s velocity vi(t) must satisfy
the constraint:

vi(t) < Vobs < Vmax (8)

In inequality (8), the Vobs refers to the maximum velocity that obstacles can reach, and UAV
knows the coordinate of the goal point G. Obviously, only condition (8) meets, then our
UAV is capable of avoiding the obstacles safely.

In order to detect 3D space obstacles and perceive the UAV’s front environment,
several 3D vision cones are adopted with a depth camera, where each 3D vision cone is
acquired by drawing a circle on the depth map that the depth camera returned. Each
circle’s boundary is divided into M pixels, and each pixel coordinate in the world frame
serves as the end of the boundary of each 3D vision cone. The perception capability of each
3D vision cone can be improved with more M pixels, but the computation burden increases
as well. Therefore, there is a trade-off between perception capability determined by the
number of 3D vision cones, boundaries and computation burden. The vision cones are
exhibited in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Three-dimensional vision cones.

Each 3D vision cone shares the same height, and each boundary of the 3D vision cone
will check the intersect with the obstacles to find the vacant space, which will lead the UAV
to conduct obstacle avoidance. Furthermore, the inner structure of each 3D vision cone can
be described by using Figure 2.

h

r

l
θ

Figure 2. Inner structure of 3D vision cone. θ: the apex angle of the 3D vision cone. l: the length of
the boundary of this 3D vision cone. h: the height of this 3D vision cone. r: the radius of the bottom
circle of this 3D vision cone.

We denote θ as the apex angle, l refers to the boundary length, h is the height of
the 3D vision cone and is determined by the capability of the depth camera, and r is the
radius of the bottom circle. It is worth noting that once the apex angle θ and height h
are specified, the other two parameters are also determined. Moreover, the apex angle
serves as the range-sensing angle, which spanned over the interval [0◦, 90◦) to acquire
all the environment information in front of the UAV. Nevertheless, in practice, due to
physical constraints, the angle sensing range is much smaller. The user can define the
total number of 3D vision cones as long as the outermost 3D vision cone is within the
sensor’s sensing range. That is, each UAV has a maximum apex angle and its associate
3D vision cone due to the physical constraint of the sensor. In our case, we only define
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four vision cones to simplify the simulation process and make it easy to represent the idea.
After defining the outermost 3D vision cone, the number of inner 3D vision cones can be
arbitrarily large depending on the users’ navigation requirements, such as a more accurate
avoidance trajectory or an avoidance trajectory with less control effort. In our simulation,
we pick θ equals to 5◦, 10◦, 15◦, and 20◦ to construct the four 3D vision cones used to detect
the obstacles.

Furthermore, due to the physical constraint of the field of view of the camera, the
obstacle with large volume beyond the outermost 3D vision cone’s sensing range will cause
the proposed algorithm to fail to find an optimal motion direction, and this scenario is well
demonstrated in Figure 3. Therefore, we assume that all obstacles should have a volume
that is smaller than the outermost 3D vision cone’s sensing range to ensure the proposed
algorithm can operate well in the unknown dynamic environments.

Figure 3. Obstacle with large volume beyond the outermost 3D vision cone’s sensing range.

This study aims to develop a destination reaching with collision avoidance navigation
strategy for UAVs where only limited obstacles’ information is available. The proposed
algorithm exhibited in the next section is a local planer rather than a global planer that
navigates the UAVs in the unknown dynamic environments.

4. 3D Vision Cone-Based UAV Navigation Algorithm

The proposed navigation algorithm consists of two control laws: (1) 3D vision cone-
based obstacle avoidance control law and (2) destination reaching control law. The switch-
ing condition between two control laws is that when all 3D vision cones do not detect any
obstacles, the destination reaching control law is executed to drive our UAV to the desti-
nation point G. Nevertheless, once the 3D vision cones detect any obstacles, the obstacle
avoidance control law is invoked to drive the UAV to bypass any detected obstacles until
all the 3D vision cones no longer see any obstacles.

4.1. 3D Vision Cone-Based Obstacle Avoidance Control Law

As mentioned at the end of Section 3 we adopt four vision cones to find the vacant
space and determine the optimal motion direction of the UAV. Each boundary segment
on the 3D vision cone will be used to detect the free space in its current heading direction.
The intersection condition of each boundary segment with any stationary or moving
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obstacles will be checked and recorded. The following example explains the detailed
procedure to generate the optimal motion direction from those 3D vision cones when facing
crowd-spaced obstacles.

Figure 4 corresponds to the intersection condition exhibited in Figure 1. Value 1
indicates that the corresponding boundary has no intersection with any obstacles, and
value 0 shows the corresponding boundary has an intersection with the obstacles and the
direction of that boundary heading is not vacant. The user can determines the number of
boundaries of each 3D vision cone. More boundaries will result in better optimal motion
direction, but the computation burden of the proposed algorithm will increase; it’s a
tunable parameter. In our case, we choose 100 boundaries to make it easy to represent
our ideas. Since all 3D vision cones have a bottom circle, each boundary can be identified
as the vertices on the bottom circle connected to the vertex of the 3D cone. We use polar
coordinates to give the sequence of each boundary starting from 0 degrees on the x-axis
to 360 degrees counterclockwise, and this process is exhibited in Figure 5. Thus, each
neighbored boundary has a polar angle difference equal to 360/100 degrees.

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
0

0.5

1

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
0

0.5

1

 free1  free2  free3

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
0

0.5

1

 free4
 free5

 free6

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
0

0.5

1

 free7  free8

Figure 4. Intersection condition of each 3D vision cone.

α 1

2

3
4

x

Figure 5. Boundary sequence generation process. 1 refers to 1th boundary, 2 refers to 2th boundary,
3 refers to 3th boundary, 4 refers to the 4th boundary, α: the difference angle between each boundary
projected on the bottom circle.

According to the information shown in Figure 4, there are eight free intervals in total.
The optimal motion direction aopt is generated by first checking the most inner 3D vision
cone’s boundaries to find the boundaries that have no intersection with obstacles. In our
case, since all boundaries of the most inner 3D vision cone have intersected with obstacles,
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we move to the second most inner 3D vision cone and check the intersection condition of
its boundaries. Once an interval formed of vacant boundaries is found, we will measure
its length and compare it with other intervals that come from the same 3D vision cone.
Once the free interval with the longest length is identified, we choose the intermediate
boundary from this longest free interval. Then, we normalize this chosen boundary and let
it be the UAV’s optimal motion direction aopt. Since the neighbor boundaries of the chosen
boundary are all from the same longest free interval in the same 3D vision cone and have
no intersection with any obstacles, this chosen boundary is pointing toward the middle of
the vacant space. Therefore, it can be used as the desired motion direction to navigate our
UAV bypass the obstacle crowd.

After an optimal UAV’s motion direction aopt(t) is determined, a sliding mode con-
troller (SMC), which is the derivative of the controller proposed in [28], is adopted to drive
the UAVs toward this optimal UAV’s motion direction. The control input w(t) is calculated
through the equation

w(t) = Wmax · H
(
a(t), aopt(t)

)
(9)

and

H(a1, a2) =

{
0 h(a1, a2) = 0

h(a1,a2)
‖h(a1,a2)‖

h(a1, a2) 6= 0
(10)

h(a1, a2) = a2 − 〈a1, a2〉 · a1 (11)

Function H in Equations (9) and (10) takes two 3D vectors, a1 and a2 as input, and
generates a 3D vector that is orthogonal to the input vector a1 and pointing toward the
second input vector a2, as output. The relationship between two input 3D vectors and one
output 3D vector is well exhibited in Figure 6. In our case, a1 = a(t), which is our UAV’s
current motion direction, and a2 = aopt(t), which is our UAV’s optimal motion direction,
can guide UAV to do obstacle avoidance or destination reaching. Therefore, it ensures the
generated control input w(t) will drive the UAV’s current motion direction a(t) toward the
optimal direction aopt(t). As for another control input V(t), it is a tunable scalar parameter
that should be picked in the range (Vobs, Vmax].

a1

a2

H(a1,a2)

Figure 6. Relationship between H(a1, a2) and a1, a2.

4.2. Destination Reaching Control Law

Under destination reaching control law, the control input w(t) is calculated based on
the Equation (5) with modified content as

w(t) = Wmax · H(a(t), b(t)) (12)

b(t) =
G− P(t)
‖G− P(t)‖ (13)

In this case, b(t), which is the vector heading toward the final destination 3D point,
becomes the optimal motion vector for the UAV. Besides, due to the fact that there are no
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obstacles that threaten our UAV under this control law, another control input V(t) is set to
be V(t) = Vmax to navigate the UAV to the destination as fast as possible.

Based on the two control laws given in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, when any obstacles
getting close to the UAV, 3D vision cones will first detect those obstacles and find an
optimal motion direction that indicates the vacant space. Then, a sliding mode controller
will take this optimal motion direction vector and the UAV’s current motion direction
vector as inputs and generate a control signal as output. The control signal will then be
applied to change the UAV’s current motion direction toward that optimal motion direction
to achieve obstacle avoidance. Finding the optimal motion direction and generating the
control signal will keep going until all 3D vision cones no longer detect any obstacles,
which means the UAV has successfully avoided all the obstacles that the 3D vision cones
detected before. At this moment, there are no more obstacles that threaten our UAV’s
safety. So, the destination reaching law in Section 4.2 will be executed, which uses the
same sliding mode controller in Section 4.1 to generate the control signal that navigates
the UAV to the final destination until the 3D vision cones detect new obstacles or the final
destination point is reached. The execution logic of the proposed navigation algorithm is
well exhibited as a flowchart in Figure 7.

Start

Check boundary’s intersection

Calculate ௧ from 3D Vision Cones

Apply H function with  and ௧ as 
input to get 

Calculate ௧ from destination G

If Intersect

Apply  and  to update 

Figure 7. Flowchart of proposed navigation algorithm.

We will further demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach via extensive
computer simulations and conduct a comparison study against other methods in the
following section.

5. Computer Simulation Results

We demonstrate the performance of the proposed 3D vision cone-based navigation
algorithm with MATLAB simulation. In our simulation, we set sampling rate ∆T = 0.1
second, the height of each 3D vision cone h = 3.5 m, and four 3D vision cones with apex
angles 5◦, 10◦, 15◦, 20◦, respectively. At the very beginning, we start with a simple scenario
where the UAV tries to bypass a single obstacle, as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8a shows the initial setup of the simulation. In Figure 8b, four 3D vision cones
are depicted and used to represent that the UAV perceives the existence of the obstacle.
Then, the proposed navigation algorithm is executed to find the optimal UAV motion
direction and drive the UAV toward that direction to bypass the obstacle. After the obstacle
is successfully bypassed, destination reaching law is invoked to drive the UAV moves
toward the final destination point G as depicted in Figure 8c,d. Figure 8e shows the distance
between the obstacle and UAV, and it indicates there is no collision with the obstacle. This
simulation demonstrates that the proposed 3D vision cone-based navigation algorithm is
capable of maintaining a safe distance between UAV and obstacle and drive the UAV to
the final destination.
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In Figure 9, the proposed navigation algorithm is tested in a more challenging scenario
where the UAV tries to reach the goal point while avoiding multiple moving obstacles.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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(e)

Figure 8. UAV bypass single obstacle. (a) Simulation initial setup. (b) Switch from navigation to
avoidance. (c) Switch from avoidance to navigation. (d) Destination reaching. (e) Distance between
obstacle and UAV.

Figure 9a exhibit the initial setup, Figure 9b,d exhibit the significant moments when
the UAV bypass the obstacles. Figure 9e exhibit the top view of the whole trajectory.
Figure 9f shows the minimum distance between the closest obstacle and UAV, and it
demonstrates that there is no collision with any obstacles. These simulations again verify
that the proposed navigation algorithm can keep a safe distance to the obstacle even in a
challenging environment with multiple moving obstacles.

Finally, we compare the performance of the proposed 3D vision cone-based navigation
algorithm with Wang–Savkin–Garratt algorithm [28] and Yang–Alvarez–Bruggemann
algorithm [29] in two different crowd-spaced obstacles scenarios. The simulation results
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will verify that our proposed 3D navigation algorithm can seek a path through crowd-
spaced obstacles and outperform these two algorithms.
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Figure 9. UAV bypasses multiple obstacles. (a) Simulation initial setup. (b) Simulation result at time
step 160. (c) Simulation result at time step 260. (d) Destination reaching. (e) Top View. (f) Minimum
distance between obstacles and UAV.

Figure 10a shows that the proposed 3D vision cone-based navigation algorithm suc-
cessfully found a path to avoid those four moving obstacles simultaneously. In contrast,
Wang–Savkin–Garratt algorithm [28] is failed to bypass the crowd-spaced obstacles and
collide with one of the obstacles, exhibited in Figure 10b. Figure 10c represents the simula-
tion result of the Yang–Alvarez–Bruggemann algorithm [29], again it failed to navigate the
UAV to bypass those four obstacles and make the UAV collide with one of the obstacles.
Figure 10d shows the minimum distance between the UAV and the closest obstacle among
the four during the navigation. We can observe from Figure 10 that the proposed 3D
navigation algorithm never collides with any obstacles and successfully drive the UAV
to move away from the obstacles. In contrast, the Wang–Savkin–Garratt algorithm [28]
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and the Yang–Alvarez–Bruggemann algorithm [29] propelled the UAV to collide with the
obstacles multiple times and failed to drive the UAV to reach the destination point in this
scenario.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 10. UAV facing crowd-spaced obstacles. (a) The proposed algorithm. (b) Wang–Savkin–
Garratt algorithm [28]. (c) Yang–Alvarez–Bruggemann algorithm [29]. (d) Minimum distance
between obstacles and UAV.

In Figure 11, a different crowd-spaced obstacles are presented to test the performance
of each 3D navigation algorithms.

Again, Figure 11a shows that the proposed 3D navigation algorithm successfully
found a path to avoid those four moving obstacles simultaneously with collision-free.
However, the Wang–Savkin–Garratt algorithm [28] is failed to bypass the crowd-spaced
obstacles and collide with one of the obstacles, exhibited in Figure 11b. Figure 11c represents
the simulation result of the Yang–Alvarez–Bruggemann algorithm [29], it did not make
the UAV collide with any obstacles but made the UAV tracked in the specific position.
Figure 11d shows the minimum distance between the UAV and the closest obstacle among
the four during the navigation. Furthermore, it proves the previous analysis.

During the simulation, we discovered that the performance of the proposed 3D vision
cone-based navigation algorithm could be further improved by modifying the switching
condition of two control laws. As long as the innermost 3D vision cone no longer detects
any obstacles, the destination reaching control law is executed to navigate the UAV to the
goal point G. We assume that the radius of the bottom circle of the innermost 3D vision
cone is larger than the UAV covering sphere to ensure the safe navigation. The navigation
performance of the modified version of the proposed algorithm is compared with the
initially proposed algorithm shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 11. UAV facing another crowd-spaced obstacles. (a) The proposed algorithm. (b) Wang–
Savkin–Garratt algorithm [28]. (c) Yang–Alvarez–Bruggemann algorithm [29]. (d) Minimum distance
between obstacles and UAV.
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Figure 12. Cont.
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Figure 12. Performance comparison of the original and modified versions of the proposed algorithm.
(a) The proposed algorithm. (b) The proposed algorithm. (c) The modified proposed algorithm.
(d) The modified proposed algorithm. (e) Minimum distance between obstacles and UAV. (f) Mini-
mum distance between obstacles and UAV.

Figure 12a,b exhibit the simulation result of the originally proposed algorithm in
two different crow-spaced obstacles scenarios. Furthermore, there is an obvious left turn
in two scenarios that make the UAV travel more space to bypass the obstacle crowd. In
contrast, Figure 12c,d exhibit the simulation result of the modified version of the proposed
algorithm, and it drives the UAV to travel a more efficient path and get to the goal point
G faster than the originally proposed algorithm. Figure 12e,f represents the minimum
distance between the UAV and obstacles under two navigation algorithms driven and
in two different obstacle crowd scenarios, respectively. Those two figures verify that the
modified algorithm makes the UAV fly away from the obstacles faster than the initially
proposed algorithm. However, the risk of colliding with obstacles is increased under
specific scenarios. Thus, there exists a trade-off between travel efficiency and safe obstacle
avoidance, and worth study in the future.

Furthermore, we simulate our proposed and modified navigation algorithms in a
more complex environment, where multiple crowd-spaced obstacles exist, to demonstrate
their obstacles avoidance performance. The simulation result is well exhibited in Figure 13.

(a) (b)

Figure 13. Cont.
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(c) (d)

(e) (f)
Figure 13. Performance of the original and modified versions of the proposed algorithm in multiple
crowd-spaced obstacles environment. (a) The proposed algorithm. (b) The proposed algorithm.
(c) The modified proposed algorithm. (d) The modified proposed algorithm. (e) The minimum
distance between obstacles and UAV. (f) The minimum distance between obstacles and UAV.

Figure 13e,f represent the minimum distance between UAV and obstacles under two
navigation algorithms driven and in two different obstacle crowd scenarios, respectively.
Those two figures verify that both navigation algorithms can navigate the UAV to bypass
multiple crowd-spaced obstacles without collisions as long as the volume of the crowd-
spaced obstacles is within the outermost 3D vision cone’s sensing range.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a 3D vision cone-based reactive navigation algorithm and its modified
version are proposed to enable a UAV to seek a path through the crowd-spaced 3D ob-
stacles to the destination without collisions. The proposed algorithm is first simulated in
MATLAB with several different 3D obstacles settings to demonstrate its feasibility. Then,
we compared our proposed algorithm with Wang–Savkin–Garratt algorithm [28] and
Yang–Alvarez–Bruggemann algorithm [29]. Both algorithms are state-of-the-art collision-
free 3D navigation algorithms that can only avoid obstacles one at a time and cannot avoid
multiple obstacles simultaneously. Therefore, the UAVs that navigate under these two
algorithms may lead to collision when facing crowd-spaced obstacles. We simulated and
compared our proposed navigation algorithm with these two in a crow-spaced obstacle
environment to prove the superiority of our proposed algorithm when facing densely
placed obstacles in a 3D environment. Moreover, the modified version of the proposed
algorithm, which changes the switching condition between two control laws, is compared
with the initially proposed algorithm to reveal the potential performance improvement
strategy and lay the foundation for future work.
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Nomenclature

a(t) UAV’s current motion direction.

aopt(t) UAV’s optimal motion direction generated from 3D vision cones.

P(t) UAV’s cartesian coordinates.

V(t) Scalar variable indicates UAV’s linear velocity.

v(t) 3-D velocity vector of the UAV.

vi(t) i-th obstacle’s linear velocity.

Vmax Maximum linear velocity determined by the performance of the UAV.

Vmin Minimum linear velocity determined by the performance of the UAV.

Vobs Maximum linear velocity that obstacles can reach.

w(t) Control signal applied to change the content of a(t).

Wmax Maximum control effort determined by the performance of the UAV.

Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this paper:

UAV Unmanned aerial vehicle
MPC Model Predictive Control
PID Proportional Integral Derivative
SMC Sliding Mode Control
RL Reinforcement Learning
CQL Classic Q Learning
BPN Back Propagation Neural Network
DNN Deep Neural Network
CNN Convolutional Neural Network
RCNN Region Based Convolutional Neural Networks
NQL Neural Q Learning
DQN Deep Q Network
ODN Object Detection Network
DRL Deep Reinforcement Learning
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